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we wonder that he should have acquired a per-
manent antipathy to Kristiania, which led him,
for the greater part of his life, to regard it with
hostility ? In the order of the world, such adversity
and humiliation seem to be the necessary preparation
of the tragic poet; all the accumulated sufferings
of this time were to find their expression later in
the ruthlessness of Brand. But in these years Ibsen's
genius was gradually emerging, and we have no better
testimony to it than two poems which stand out as
conspicuous milestones in his own struggle for
personal freedom: On the Heights., written in the winter
of 1859-60, which in many ways foreshadows his
Brand; and the admirable ballad of Terje Viken.
Not the least of his disappointments was the failure
of a comedy which, sketched in 1860, if not earlier,
was published in 1862 : Svanhildy or, as he ultimately
entitled it, Love's Comedy. Although in verse—he
had begun it in prose—Love's Comedy is a modern
comedy of Kristiania society. Here Ibsen tapped
that satiric vein in himself which had been swollen
by the bitterness of his own existence in these
years; but there was too much satire in it to
make it palatable to the public of the day. And
indeed, it is a little withering and shrivelling iti
its denial of that most cherished eidolon of the
theatre, romantic love; to all appearance, it is a
flat repudiation of love as the basis of marriage. But
if we turn to a book which gave Ibsen much to think
about, both now and later, Camilla Collett's novel,
The Sheriff's Daughters,, published in 1855, we shall
find, I think, that there was something more behind
Ibsen's handling of his theme than satire. Fru
Collett's book is a rather old-fashioned but still
readable novel, and is concerned with the inadequacy
of the avenue to marriage provided by society.
Although she is eloquent in her repudiation of the
manage de convenance, and in her plea for love and free
choice as the right basis of marriage, this is not exactly

